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ABSTRACT 

 

Around the world due to active habits and the surrounding milieus each and every person face countless health 

issues in their life time span. Some issue falls human life in chronic situation if symptoms are not forecasted at 

the beginning phase.  However, with progression of medical research and the integrated aid of various machine 

learning based tools the experts of medical field have much updated info in contrast of past time to cure life of 

patients, but each time it’s hard for medical experts to correctly recognize issues on time. Lot of printed efforts 

denoted that the procedures based on machine learning practices can play a serious part for estimating of 

various health issues on time. This paper properly deliberates assistance and the challenges of handy machine 

learning schemes to aid naïve researchers to gain an appropriate understanding about the applications of 

machine learning in health care sector and to draw the research scope for future investigation.   
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Recently, Innumerable strategic tools and the techniques of machine learning are being integrated under various working 

fields, especially in health care unit. Typically, the scheme of machine learning is a branch of AI that robotically train 

model from past experiences or can say practice efficiently extracts knowledge from an accessibility of enormous data 

with low-slung computation cost. In recent pandemic scenario the research community of medical field regularly utilize 

machine learning practices into novel ways to enhance the quality of an accessible medical decision support system and 

to aid medical expert for making quick and effective decisions to increase people survival rate by correctly envisaging the 

disease symptoms at early stage [1]. Inside an industry of healthcare, the machine learning is a swiftly rising trend. The 

practices of machine learning categories under following terms, signified through figure 1 

 

 

Fig. 1. Cataloguing the Methods of Machine Learning  

Above figure (Figure 1) signifies the broad categorization of machine learning practice. Generally, the Supervised 

learning scheme utilize a bench of data to train build model and after such training process the designed approach made 

an endeavor to determine unseen instances [2]. The process observes training data and constructs an indirect job, called 

classifier if the yield is discrete or regression job if yield is continuous [3]. 
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Fig. 2. Supervised Machine Learning Process 

The practice of supervised machine learning performs following stepladders for determination a firm dilemma.  

1. Beforehand start an implementation the procedure builds a tag data set in form of training data which utilize for 

training the system.  

2. Systematized a training role and equivalent learning procedures with significant features.  

3. Convey training progression with collected sets and controlled methods. 

4. Measure results in term of system correctness.  

5. With dissimilar data Assess system routine. 

The other one machine learning practice known as Unsupervised learning is one process where labelled data either is 
not available or consumed for training purposes of build model, scheme determine masked structure within unlabelled 
information. Simple / fuzzy / hierarchical / K means clustering and an association rule mining of the algorithm arises 
underneath of this learning scheme. Figure 2 depicts the variation among supervised and unsupervised method. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 3. Supervised / Unsupervised Method of Machine Learning  

As shown in above figure, progression of unsupervised practice is likely same to the action of brain in the body of 
alive person, schemes study to symbolize specific input data in term that echoes statistical structure of an assembly of 
input facts.Unlike supervised process which utilize a part of data for training purpose of build model this process not 
hold any data for machine learning process. On the other hand, in this scheme data clustered into the diverse classes 
therefore often named as “cluster analysis” process. Characteristically, in nonappearance condition of any former 
proclamation of training dataset the unsupervised practices offer weighty fallouts in contrast to supervised learning. 

Semi supervised scheme detects finest classification scheme among labeled / unlabeled material. As the name of this 
practice semi supervised, process has combined functionality of supervised (labeled data) as well as unsupervised 
(Unlabeled data) process. Under this procedure specified data setconstantlyseparated into 2 portions. First oneset 
consists label set andother one consists data without of any labeling, labels are not known. EM by reproductive mixture 
models, self-training, co-training, transudative SVM & graph-based learning approaches are some often utilized semi-
supervised schemes. Due to the unique advantages this scheme has attain a huge attention of related field research 
community. The success of this method totally depends on limited underlying assumptions. 
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The last one important process of machine learning is known as reinforcement procedure(figure 4) which enable the 
utilization of AI into the complex applications. The mechanism of this practices is different from the process of 
supervised schemes, where supervised learning practice consist data and the reaction key in advance for training of build 
scheme the reinforcement learning procedure not contains response keys and the agent of this scheme adopts the action 
decision to accomplishgiven task. In nonappearance situation of training materials, this learning practice is bound to 
study based on its earlier implemented experiences. Typically, under this learning process for accomplishment of a 
specific goal the computer program gives an implementation access to dynamic environment. The rewards and the 
lacking of instigated code provided to build package for navigating the drawbacks. 

 

Fig. 4. Reinforcement Method of Machine Learning  

ASSISTANCES OF ML APPLICATIONS IN AN AREA OF HEALTHCARE 

 
With rapid progressions ML based practices have a huge request in healthcare. Lot of published efforts has denoted 
that with progressive methodologies ML schemes can improve processing and qualitative act of handy healthcare 
procedures with pointedly diminishing the costs and attaining improved calming results [4][5].Figure 2 exhibits few 
applications of ML in field of healthcare. 

 

 
 

Fig. 5. Numerous ML Applications in Healthcare [6] 

 
Nowadays, hastily inexperienced ML approaches are announced by related field investigators to show the dissimilar 
features of machine learning proceduresin healthcare field. Table 1, signifying the few related efforts of ML practices 
in healthcare. 
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Table.1. Assistance of ML Techniques in Health Care  

 

S.  

NO. 

References Description 

1.  

Weissler, E.H. et. al. 

[7], 2021. 

The role of various ML schemes in the field of clinical research has discussed into this 

study. With expounding the number of benefits of ML procedures into the sector of 

healthcare the investigators of this research have also denoted few barriers of this 

mechanism. They significantly mentioned that ML approaches bids the potential to 

expand the triumph of clinical research. 

2.  
Rahmani et. al. [8], 

2021 

Authors of this study also illustrates the suitability of ML approaches in the field of 

medical. With the description of several suitability of ML practices in such area they have 

also discussed over a number of supportive efforts which has done by other investigators 

to show the suitability of ML algorithm in direction to give an assistance of medical 

experts.  

3.  
Shouval et. al. [9],  

2021 

This study illustrates various tools that may aid medical experts and the new researchers 

to better understand the practices of ML to predict hematology diseases. In this respect, 

they offered some strategies for scheming the procedures based on machinelearning and 

studied a number of its applications into the field of hematology. They present a 

framework that contains six ladders: understand the existing issues, data thoughtful, 

groundwork over collected data, modeling process of data, assessmentand the deployment. 

Finally, they stated the challenges of ML practices under the field of medical precisely 

hematology. 

4.  
R.J.P. Princy et. al. 

[10], 2020. 

This study signifies the efficacy of ML techniques for the prediction of cardiovascular 

diseases. With the simulated fallouts the authors of this investigational efforts have 

explored the efficiency of various ML practices like Naive Bayes, Logistic Regression, 

Random Forest, SVM and KNN techniques. On the base of attained fallouts with accuracy 

of 73% they have suggested the appropriateness of Decision Tree mechanism for helping 

medical professionals to diagnose heart diseases at early stages. 

5.  
C. -H. Lin et. al. [11], 

2020. 

Investigational efforts expressed the benefits of ML approaches for diagnosing heart 

diseases. With a number of simulative results, the authors of this investigation work have 

depicted the efficiency of two separate models underneath of dissimilar settings of 

parameters. By consuming Cleveland data sets they have considered an act of NN and 

CNN methodologies. Results explained the efficacy of NN practice over the CNN scheme. 

6.  Alafif et al. [12], 2020 

This study denoting the ML aids to recognizing and conduct an action for diseases of 

COVID-19.  With denoting the efficacy of presented methodology the authors of this 

study have also presents the challenges of existing algorithms and the future tips of further 

research under this area. With the diverse explanations they have suggested the various 

compensations of ML methods for monitoring disease, medicine construction,and 

vaccines. They split ML schemes under two phases, firstly diseases recognizing scheme 

and secondly schemes for diseases treatments.  

7.  
Tayarani et. al. [13], 

2020 

This study put a focus on the suitability of AI schemes for detecting of COVID-19 

disease. The authors of this paper suggest the benefits of AI schemes for recognizing, 

treating, monitoring and drug production. 

8.  Smiti at. al. [14], 2020  

This paper presents discussion over the merits and demerits of ML approaches 

into the healthcare sectors. The authors of this investigational work have 

described a number of unique advantages of ML techniques under few 

categories, (i) diseases prevention, (ii) diseases recognizing and (iii) treatment of 

diagnosed diseases. They have explained the feature of supervised, unsupervised, 

semi supervised and reinforcement methodologies of ML.  Then, the author 

examined an application of MLfor classifying diseases,fabricating drugs, undertaking 

robot-assisted surgery, and investigating medical statistics.In this paper the authors have 

specifically emphaseson medical statistical investigation and its tests in this zone. 

9.  
Madhukar NS et. l. 

[15], 2019. 

This investigational effort denoting that ML approaches can significantly play a key role 

for analyzing mammothamounts of datato improved elucidate the drug’s mechanism. 

Authors suggested that ML based approaches can expand understandability phase of drugs 

testing and can facilitate new research under clinical area. 
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Some of the other current investigation efforts [16]-[22] has also define an efficacy of ML approaches in an area of 
medical. With the different explanation of these study the authors have depicted the various advantages and the 
barriers of ML scheme in an area of medical. Some of the key challenges of ML scheme has discussed in Table 2. 

TRIALS AND BOUNDARIES OF AN ACCESSIBLE ML SCHEMES 

 
Since the beginning phase of consuming of ML practices into the healthcare sector enormous approaches has offered 
by related research community to enhance an efficiency of existing methodologies. With depicting the benefits of 
offered approach each sole and/or group of authors shows the suitability of ML schemes into the sector of healthcare. 
However, a number of approaches are in available in present time to aid medical experts in a diverse way but near 
about every procedure have a unique restraint which arises the need of further investigation. Some of the key restraints 
of handy schemes are discussed into the Table2.  

Table.2. Challenges of ML Techniques in HealthCare 

 

S. 
No. 

Restraints of Schemes Description 

1  
Massive False Forecasting 
Rate of Diseases 

Ideally, for a decent practice it is always required that implemented 
method must recognize facts with no false positives but still the 
forecasting rate of existing schemes have a more enhancement scope.     

2  
Lacking in handling of 
increasing amount of data. 

In sector of medical the size of data is rising on the daily basis while 
much of handy approached face several hitches with augmentation in the 
boundaries of data size. Such restraints make the need of further 
research. 

3  
Need of Regular Updating 
process 

A variety of reachable approaches requires steady updating process. 
With non-adaptive feature algo have inflexibility. On the other hand, an 
act of standing technique is limited due to designed with the prediction 
capability of single classification technique. 

4  Feature reduction methodology 

Most of the accessible technique have not integrate this feature at its 
designed time hence consume much more implementation time in 
comparison of techniques which combine this feature. This may be a 
main cause of producing low performance of selective algorithm. On the 
other hand, electing an appropriate technique to extract hidden patterns 
from dataset can significantly increases an act of diseases prediction 
system.  

 

CONCLUSION 

 
This paper discussed the approaches of ML, merits and the barriers of existing ML schemes in the area of health care 
sector. Initially discussed ML scheme and its categories like supervised, unsupervised, semi supervised and the 
reinforcement learning procedure with briefing of each approach then presents its suitability in healthcare through 
deliberating the current published efforts of related field investigators. With presenting the strength and the suggested 
suitability of ML-based schemes in the field of healthcare a focus has also put on emphasize the faintness of handy 
algorithms to better understand the need of further investigation in this area. This work may aid to the new comer 
investigator of this field to implement a more powerful approach that resolve the hitches of existing ML scheme in 
sector of healthcare. 
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